JD for QA Test Engineer
Role Summary: The main responsibilities for this position are to work
independently on complex test scenarios, and end-to-end integration testing.

Requirements:
- Full time Bachelor's degree from a tier 1 institute only (IITs/BITS/NITs)
- 2 - 4 years of experience
- Should be well versed with SQL and MongoDB
- Strong and innovative approach to problem solving and finding solutions
- Excellent communicator (written and verbal, formal and informal)
- Flexible and proactive/self-motivated working style with strong personal ownership
of problem resolution
- Ability to multi-task under pressure and work independently with minimal
supervision.
- Ability to prioritize when under pressure

Job Description:
Test Strategy
 Define test strategies for low complexity applications
 Understand the business need and give independent inputs on the testing
strategy
 Understands and Participates in Test Driven Development playing active
role from testing side of it
Test Management
 Create and implement basic test processes for a small track by applying
best practices and lessons learnt
 Articulate the activities involved in assessing the client test landscape by
referring to the existing test assessment artifacts in the testing repository
 Create categorized test assessment interview questions and other test
assessment artifacts
Automation

 Implement the functional testing automation tools knowledge in the project
 Use tools knowledge for compilation and debugging techniques
 Create and debug automation code with programming language syntax
statements, exception handling, data structures, and built in libraries
Test Estimation
 Estimate daily testing tasks for a low complexity project
 Give inputs on estimation of tasks broken down to different sections
Test Planning
 Create a test execution plan / strategy for a low – medium complexity
application with minimal guidance from test lead
 Analyse the critical requirements of a medium complexity application and
be able to create high level scenarios
 Create low level test cases from high level test cases
 Create end to end test scripts
 Give oversight to a small team during test case creation and execution
and ensures that team is adhering to processes
Test execution
 Test critical functionality of the application by applying different techniques
of free form testing
 Log different types of defects including security, usability ,UI, database
related defects
 Implement defect management tools and their common functionalities
 Report the test execution status by including the key data points
Defect Management
 Create and articulate the defect lifecycle process with guidance from test
lead
 Fetch reports from the defect logging and tracking tools with guidance
from test lead
 Articulate and enforce the processes to be followed in the team

Testing Tools
 Work on at least one of the automation tools (QTP ,Silk, Selenium, Watir),
performance tools (Load Runner, Web load) and defect management tools
(Test Director, Quality Centre)using their basic and advance features
 Should know UI testing tools. ChromDev tools, Jasmine, Karma whatever
you have worked on.

Interested candidates can apply to career@9stacks.com, Attn: Rishab Mathur

Company Name: 9stacks
URL: https://www.9stacks.com/
About Company: 9Stacks is a technology company in the online real money gaming space. It
develops and publishes real money games like Poker for multiple people to play for real money. It is
the first Indian online poker startup to raise Series A investment from institutional investors.
Location: Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
Team: https://www.linkedin.com/company/9stacks/ and https://www.9stacks.com/us/about

